
*Classified = $804.17/month (Must work a minimum of 6 hours to receive contribution)
*Certificated = $700.00/month (Pro-rated for positions under 1 FTE)
*Admin. /Classified Mgmt. = $1636.49/month (Pro-rated for positions under 1 FTE)

Employer Contributions:           __________ (This is one of the amounts above) 

Premium rate for medical:  ____________________ (This is the amount for your chosen medical plan) 

Premium rates for dental/vision:   ____________________ (This is the amount for your dental/vision plan)

*Your Contribution= _____________________
*If positive-you are completely covered

*If negative-that is your portion that will be deducted from your monthly paycheck

EXAMPLES ON NEXT PAGE 

Estimate your monthly contributions using the table below 



EXAMPLES 

Certificated Teacher chooses to take Kaiser for her entire family and dental/vision for herself only
Employer Contributions:  $700 

Premium rate for medical:      $2,375.72 

Premium rates for dental/vision: $53.00

Your Contribution= -$1,728.72 (amount is negative so there will be a monthly offset amount 

of $1,728.72 from the employees check)

Certificated Teacher chooses to take opt out health and enroll in dental/vision for the family 

Employer Contributions:  $700 

Premium rate for medical:      $0 

Premium rates for dental/vision: $140.95

Your Contribution= $559.05 (amount is positive so there will be NO monthly offset amount from the 

employees check. This amount is a wash as Certificate and Classified employees DO NOT qualify 

for cash-in-lieu)

Classified Employee chooses to take PERS Gold for him and his wife and dental/vision for the family

Employer Contributions:  $804.17 

Premium rate for medical:      $1,651.22 

Premium rates for dental/vision: $140.95 

Your Contribution= -$988.00 (amount is negative so there will be a monthly offset amount of $988.00 

from the employees check)

Admin/Management chooses to take Anthem Blue Cross Select and dental/vision for themselves only 

Employer Contributions:  $1,636.49 

Premium rate for medical:      $1,128.83 

Premium rates for dental/vision: $95.74 

Your Contribution= $411.92(amount is positive so there will be NO monthly offset amount from the 

employees check. This amount is a wash as a health plan was chosen)

*Admin/Management chooses to take opt out health and enroll in dental/vision for the family

Employer Contributions:  $804.17 (Classified cap for cash-in-lieu) 

Premium rate for medical:      $0 (OPTED OUT) 

Premium rates for dental/vision: $117.17 

Your Contribution= $687.00(This will be the allowable cash-in-lieu monthly amount paid to 
the employee)

*only applicable for Admin/Management staff. Monthly amount is the Classified cap minus your choice

for dental/vision.
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